Sacred Waters Retreat LLC
Office: Clarksville, TN |615.669.4351

www.sacredwatersretreat.com click on Tennessee or Email: sacredwatersretreat @gmail.com

Our Manifesto
WATER… Water Heals and purifies. It quenches our bodies and revives our spirit. We subscribe to the truth that
WATER is divine and moves through us all. It is for this reason Sacred Waters Retreat holds space near Rivers,
Lakes, Waterfalls & Oceans. We invoke the power of WATER to bring women together through emotion, ritual,
and connection to the divine feminine. We are moved to provide compassionate, healing spaces where women
can feel safe and nurtured, we offer sanctuary in nature, and encourage fun and exploration as we unite joyfully
with our ancestry through sacred ritual. Some paths are best walked alone, and some are walked in profound
harmony with others. We want to celebrate your journey to reclaim the SACRED that lies within you. Be moved!
Our Mission Statement
The Sacred Waters Retreat LLC. is a professional organization designed to hold space for women of color in
safe places for ritual, healing & restoration. Sacred Waters Retreats LLC. allows participants to share and
explore the ancient healing traditions of our foremothers as we remember, resurrect & honor their legacies.
Our communities require that age old traditions be retained & practiced keeping our families healthy and
balanced.
Job Title:

Site
Photographer/Videographer
/Photojournalist

Reports To:

Department/Group:

Support Staff

Prerequisite:

Location:
Level/Salary Range:

Travel Required:
May 25 – 28th, 2023

Position Type:

Angelique “Sobande” Greer

Please submit portfolio
This is an on the site position 4 days
•

THIS IS AWORK-TRADE
POSITION ONLY!

Paris Landing State Park
16055 Hwy 79 North,
Buchanan Tennessee 38222
https://tnstateparks.com/lodg
es/paris-landing
This is a work-exchange
position. Applicant will receive
full registration, meals lodging,
access to all activities,
workshops, and intensives.)
Point of Contact:

Founder

Date Posted:

09/01/2022

Will Train Applicant(s):

Training is limited to required
previous company information
required for job. Applicant
must zooted, booted and ready
to rock and roll.

Position Expires:

60 days after event ends/ and all
photos have been released to Sacred
Waters Retreat

Attn: Sacred Spaces to Fill

Applications Accepted By:
ONLINE: https://forms.gle/n7FFsqpn3k6iyj1J9

www.sacredwatersretreat.com click on Tennessee

Job Description

1.

We are looking for a talented person who knows how to create a beautiful story line for the Sacred Waters
Retreat LLC. Your role is to capture the essence, joy and beauty of the event, the participants, nature, and
spirit.

2.

Site Photographer will work collectively, cohesively, and closely with Sacred Waters Staff to execute a seamless
event.

3.

Photographer should be laid back & professional with a high interest in capturing amazing storylines through
film. Site photographer will capture and develop original content during the retreat that will serve to attract
more customers in the promotion of the Sacred Waters brand while creating an amazing legacy of Black &
Brown Women.

4.

Computer Skills: Most photographic manipulation is done through computer. Retouching photos, adding
details, or other digital additions will be through a computer or the best method accessible to the
photographer.
Attention to Detail: Photographers must have an eye on everything before, during and after the shot.
Interpersonal Skills: When working with people, photographers need to speak clearly and in a friendly way
to get what they want out of the photograph. Photographer should also be able to capture a moment that is
not rehearsed.

5.
6.

7.

Site Photographer will be available for conference calls with Sacred Waters Staff & Founders

Our Site Photographer should:
8.

be creative, with a good eye for a picture, digital media, art etc., especially when it comes to nature

9.

be reliable and able to meet deadlines.

10. be motivated and determined.
11. have excellent technical and photographic skills.
12. have computer skills, especially with computer programs such as Adobe, photoshop, Canva etc.
13. have good communications skills.
14. be confident organizing people.
15. be able to listen and interpret the client's needs.
16. be able to focus on getting a good picture no matter what is going on around them.
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Attn: Sacred Spaces to Fill
17. have commercial awareness and be good at marketing themselves.

•

Site Photographer should have all photos/video clips ready 60 days or less after the retreat. Site Photographer
agrees to release all photos to Sacred Waters Retreat LLC & it’s partners as they will become property of the
organization and its founders. The site photographer will be given credit for all the work submitted on behalf of
Sacred Waters Retreat LLC. and will be able to use his/her work as a part of their ongoing portfolio.

•

Site photographer will not release or preview event photos to any source other than Sacred Waters Retreat LLC.,
doing so is a conflict of interest and will result in a breach of our contract with the photographer.

COVID-19considerations:
All team members vaccinated or unvaccinated will be committed to practicing covid safe precautions leading up and
during the event, i.e., regularly wearing masks in indoor spaces, washing hands, using sanitizer, and disinfecting commonly
used surfaces.
This position will be expected to: Adhere to the standards, ethics and goals of the NCB School of Herbalism & Holistic
Health as well as the Sacred Waters Team and its Affiliates. Additional job assignments/duties may be added or deleted
from this description at any time.
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